Abstract. Proponents of building information modeling (BIM) enthusiastically tout as one of its advantages its ability to work in conjunction with other software programs to predict the performance of buildings. Theoretically this would help in the scheduling process of buildings. This paper summarized the method of directly using BIM as a tool to make project's schedule based on information a BIM model provides. It introduces how to use a BIM model to manage schedule tasks, use quantities and location information from it, and manage productivity data for scheduling. By using BIM model based scheduling process, the BIM model can be a platform to document and manage the actual procedure data, which can be valuable for future projects.
Introduction
BIM 4D is referred to the fourth dimension: time, which is 3D plus schedule [1] . The traditional workflow of BIM 4D is using scheduling software to create and update the schedule and then link the tasks from the schedule to the BIM model [2] . It allows the project team to simulate and evaluate the planned construction sequence, analyzing coordination between different trades and distribution of different resources.
However, in traditional BIM 4D workflow, BIM is not acting as a tool of scheduling, it serves as a tool to determine if the schedule is optimized after the schedule is finished. Moreover, the project information from the BIM model is not used during the scheduling process, linking schedule to BIM not only costs project team's extra time, but also make the decision making process lagging. Scheduling is the management process of tasks which are specified and assigned to resources that complete the work [3] . A major aspect of scheduling process is to determine the tasks and duration of them,during execution, actual performance will be input to keep the schedules on track. As BIM is an integrated process for exploring a project's key physical and functional characteristics digitally before it is built [4] . It can be regarded as a virtual building model that contains the necessary information to predict the behavior of a building while it is still in digital format. So instead of linking schedule to model, it is possible to directly use BIM for scheduling: using the information from a BIM model to determine and create tasks, calculating the duration based on the resources from BIM, and using BIM as platform to track the schedule and coordinate different participants, managing the data collected during schedule execution process. This paper will research and show a different BIM 4D method, which using BIM as tool for scheduling and data management. The method can be applied to any BIM and schedule program with add-on development, and can also be applied to manage different project data type.
Research Design and Method
Depending on the information needs during a project scheduling and characters of BIM model, a four-step, reiterative research strategy was designed to identify the new BIM 4D process, the detail scheduling process will not be discussed in research. Firstly, determine what information is needed during a project's scheduling, and what information can be obtained from a BIM model. Step 2 is determining how to match the BIM element classification systems with a schedule's work breakdown system, in which case to make BIM model to generate schedule tasks and deliver the information from BIM model to tasks. This step will also use productivity data as an example to determine the possibility to keep the model as a single source of all schedule information.
Step 3 is to research how to take the advantage of data recorded during scheduling, make the data more useful for decision makings for similar projects in future. Finally, a case study is engaged to illustrate the process of using BIM as tool for an actual project's scheduling and productivity data management.
Information delivery From BIM Model to Schedule
A schedule as a basic project time-management tool, consists of a list of times at which possible tasks or activities are intended to take place, or of a sequence of tasks in the chronological order in which such things are intended to take place [5] . So information required by scheduling includes tasks, duration, and sequence of tasks. A task is decided by the material or activity that composed the project. And the duration of a task is calculated by the workload and resources that will put into. The sequence of tasks follows the project process, which is defined as logics between tasks in scheduling. A BIM model contains the necessary information of a building in digital format. Take Revit for example, through a BIM model, information a scheduler can get includes a building element's name, type, material, geometry, location classification, manufacturer or trade, etc., (Figure 2 ). Those information can meet basis that a schedule requires. However, when a BIM model is delivered from one functional BIM software to the other, most information usually will get lost, including materials or activities ( Figure 3 ). Although buildingSMART developed Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) data model to describe and deliver building and construction industry data, the IFCs are not intended to store and carry all relevant data for all multi-featured project processes. Furthermore, not all relevant data can be structured in a single super schema. For most BIM platforms in industry, when import a BIM model from modeling software to scheduling software, an element will have naming, geometry, location and classification information be delivered. So for using BIM as a scheduling tool, a scheduler can take advantages of those information. Table 1 shows how to match the information needed during scheduling with a BIM model. By using the information from a BIM model, project team can quickly read the information that is needed for scheduling from design, which can help the decision making during scheduling more timely and precisely. And when design changes, the information changes can directly reflect in BIM Advances in Engineering, volume 100 a model. Moreover, work on the BIM platform and benefit from a highly coordinated and integrated project across the project process while sharing meaningful building information directly between applications.
BIM Classification System and Scheduling Work Breakdown Structure
A BIM model helps a scheduler quickly obtain the project's key information for scheduling, to make the information as a part of a schedule's task, it is possible to deliver the information from BIM to schedule by restructure the work breakdown structure and classification system.
A work breakdown structure (WBS) in project scheduling is used to decompose a project into smaller components. A WBS is a project's key deliverable that organizes the team's work into manageable sections [6] . A WBS element may be an activity, service, or any combination. For a BIM model, classification system is fundamental to achieving effective information management. It divides BIM model components into groups which helps managing a vast quantity of data or information. In traditional BIM 4D workflow, the BIM model elements will be grouped and organized to match with the schedule tasks, and the model elements are identified by the naming convention, or by the matching with BIM classification system with the schedule work breakdown system.
The most two popular classification systems in AEC industry are MasterFormat and UniFormat. MasterFormat provides a master list of titles and section numbers for organizing data about construction requirements, products, and activities. While UniFormat organizes construction information based on the building's major systems and functional elements. Information includes preliminary project descriptions, performance specifications, facility management, cost estimating and analysis, drawing details, BIM objects, and construction market data. From the features of two classification systems, it can be determined that Master Format is based on material and activity, so it can be used as a scheduling WBS. UniFormat is based on elements and object, so it's widely used in identifying BIM models. Other popular classification systems in industry, such as OmniClass and UniClass, are similar with the Master Format and UniFormat, either driven by material or elements. However, for the most popular BIM modeling software in industry, a BIM model is usually based on element and object, and modeler defines materials or activities in it. So from a BIM model, schedule task of a project cannot directly taken from a BIM model. Creating a hierarchy classification system will be a solution for BIM model. As figure 5 shows, using an element based classification for a BIM model object as an upper level, and classify materials and activities associate with the typical element as a lower classification. Take continuous footings as an example (figure 6), they are independent elements in a BIM model, by defining lower level classifications under it, the model element can be divided into materials and activities which can also be treated as tasks in schedule which can be used for work breakdown system. In this case, the tasks will be 'assemblies' of typical building objects.
Fig. 6. Example of a hierarchical classification
Most scheduling software contains a library for work breakdown systems which can used for generating schedule tasks. In a good traditional 4D workflow, model elements will be grouped and linked with schedule tasks according to WBS, model elements will be linked repeatedly to different tasks as elements contains different materials and activity, and using color code to distinguish them [7] . By the new 4D workflow, a project team can exchange the model information classification through the 4D entry of schedule software, by matching the hierarchy classification system to generate the schedule tasks which contains the building information, helping with better decision making during scheduling. 
Data Management based on BIM
By using BIM as a tool for scheduling, BIM is severing as a platform to record the project data collected during execution. In BIM data platform, building components will embed intelligence and communication capability by an ID based on calcification system, components assembled into buildings will have aggregate intelligence greater than the individual parts [8] . Take productivity data for example, the productivity rate that a scheduler used during scheduling is an experience data which is static. However, this value can be varied under different situation, in construction stage, a real productivity rate needs to be recorded to predict the tendency of project. As a building element is identified with a classification system, it will serve as an ID for a typical element, and real productivity rate of activities associate with the element can be recorded under this ID, which make the model as a productivity database. As BIM encompass the entire productivity data of the building, this makes it possible to determine how a similar project in future will behave before actual construction, forecast and avoid schedule delay risks in advance. And by setting a criteria, it is also possible to make the data as 'smart' as automatic scheduling and risk notification.
Data Management Details
The classification can also be used to document all types of data for a project. This approach greatly facilitates future building management activities, because the BIM model stores all the building technology elements along with all associated technical data for different disciplines. In the future, technicians will be able to access the building's BIM to find all the data and documentation about its lifecycle process.
Case Studies
Project Background. Z14 towers project is located in the core area of CBD in Beijing. The north tower building will be constructed as the center building for world Chinese merchants, and the south tower building is drafted to be the headquarter building of Charoen Pokphand Group. The total building area is 316,000m2, both towers are 45 stories and 238 meters tall. The structure form of this project is reinforced concrete core-tube with steel reinforced concrete frame.
Workflow of scheduling. In this project, the architect provides the BIM model to the contractor, and the contractor is using Vico Office for construction management. Vico Office is an integrated BIM platform which is designed for construction management, it contains an independent software called Schedule Planner which allows contractor to make schedule in it.
The traditional workflow of Vico's 4D needs linking models to tasks before or after scheduling process. Instead of separating scheduling and BIM 4D workflow, the project team directly use architect's model to generate project task, and make project schedule based on BIM model information and resources. And by add-on function's development, the project team use the BIM model to manage the data input during scheduling execution process.
In this project, the project team use the enterprise classification system to classify the BIM model elements, and use the enterprise WBS system to define schedule tasks. As figure 11 shows, the WBS system is a subclass of BIM classification system, so when import the BIM model to scheduling BIM platform, it will recognized the elements and automatically generated tasks based on classification system and subclass WBS system. With the incorporation of tasks, locations, quantities information from BIM model, project team can add productivity rates, resources plan and logic to adjust schedules and predict finish date. Schedule Planner uses flowline method [9] to represent the schedule, the schedule based on BIM model tasks, quantities, location and productivity, makes it easy for contractor to illustrate the schedule to owners and trades by tasks logistics and resource distribution (Figure 12 ), more than just a schedule simulation. Take the reinforcement steel activity for example, from the BIM model based schedule, project team found an overlap of rebar labors between two locations, by adjusting the resources, optimize the distribution to minimize the schedule waste ( Figure 13) .
By collecting actual productivity rates on jobsite, project team produces the forecast schedule based on calculated remainning quantities from a BIM model and actual productivity. For example, if a task's starting data is behind the scheduled day, the contractor can change the productivity rates according to the actual activity and associated quantities which is from the BIM model, then forecast the finished date. This is one of the significant benefits by using BIM as a tool for scheduling. 
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The construction intermittent productivity data and unusual data that are caused by emergent situation (e.g., suspension of work caused city environmental haze warning) will be filtered by setting data criteria. So a comprehensive productivity rate for each task will be calculated and import back to schedule database. For a similar project in future, after extract BIM model to schedule software, besides generating a schedule's tasks based on classification, the duration will also be calculated based on model quantities and productivity database.
In addition, the construction diary information is also exported along with every day's actual productivity. During the construction process of similar project in future, the data will serve as an experience reference, to prevent the schedule delay and low productivity.
Conclusions
This paper outlines how to use BIM as a tool for scheduling and data management. Sharing information using the BIM model provides a work platform used by project teams, and using BIM as a source of all project information could allow project team to make the best decisions earlier in the project process.
The method of scheduling process can be applied to most schedule software, as more and more schedule software have add-ons for BIM model now, including Asta Powerproject, Innovaya Visual 4D, etc. And the method of using BIM based classification system as a building component's Internet Protocol to document, analyze and manage the productivity data generated from scheduling execution, can also be applied all kinds of data information, making the information more valuable for similar project in future, and can be served as a basis for BIM big data technology.
